
Quite Rather

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The hedgerows were _________ dusty, and the air was dim with a
delicious haze that threw an atmosphere of enchantment round even the
most commonplace objects.

1.

It was _________ evident, at a glance, that the gentleman was Eva's
father.
2.

The common soldiers, we were told, are composed of _________
questionable material.
3.

And he had been so extremely civil, Dorothy, about our seats and all that,
that I thought it would seem _________ ungracious to refuse the first favor he
had ever asked of me.

4.

Her beauty, which was _________ phenomenal, soon became the subject
of poetry.
5.

I never felt _________ sure about any extraordinary endowment being a
part of my inheritance in virtue of my special conditions of birth.
6.

We pass a cottage; a woman looks out after us, over the low garden wall,
and _________ hesitatingly calls us back.
7.

This witness would have favoured the court with a much longer statement,
but was stopped by the judge, who said he had heard _________ enough.
8.

It was a leathern trunk, _________ shabby than otherwise, and on its side
was an old label, which, being turned toward her, she could read plainly.
9.

The stem is firm and smooth, solid and _________ eccentric, thick and
sometimes slightly downy near the base, from two to four inches in length.
10.

The lined up drums made a utilitarian display that looked _________ grim.11.

No, Kathy, he's _________ right.12.

Mr. Hubbard's prose style is direct and pointed, though _________ abrupt
and barren.
13.
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The body of the emperor was found to be _________ entire.14.

The young man looked around at the group of boys, now _________
shamefaced, at the group of girls now gathered around Esther Ann.
15.

Whittling's _________ slow work, it's true, but in a place like this it'll be an
occupation, and that's something.
16.

The inhabitants of Java are, generally speaking, a quiet, tractable race,
but _________ lazy withal.
17.

When she was _________ safe, she put on her rags again, and smeared
over her face and hands.
18.

At this summons a tall, stout man-Mr. Rogers, the village constable-came
forward, as it seemed, _________ reluctantly.
19.

I wondered for a long time why my tea never seemed to have been made
with boiling water, and I am afraid a certain faithful youth who used to make it
for me got _________ harsh treatment till my scientific education was
sufficiently advanced to absolve him.

20.
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